Christian Congregation
of Jehovah’s Witnesses
The Ridgeway, London, NW7 1RN Telephone: 020 8906 2211

COA December 26, 2014
TO ALL CONGREGATIONS
Re: Rooming for 2015 regional conventions
Dear Brothers:
We know that you are anxious to know about the dates and location for your 2015 regional
convention. During the Service Meeting on the week of January 5, there will be information presented
that will inform you of those details.
New rooming arrangement: Before the dates and locations of the regional conventions are
released, we want to inform you of a new arrangement for accommodation.
We are taking a new approach to rooming arrangements for regional conventions. Qualified
brothers have approached selected hotels or hotel bureaus in convention cities. These brothers have
spent much time over the last three months, making numerous visits to the hotels near each regional
convention. As a consequence of their efforts you will find a larger selection of hotels available, and
the majority of the rates offered are more competitive than they were last year. Therefore, please do
not book any hotel rooms until you receive further direction. To make this information easily
accessible, we now have a new dedicated website available for all our convention hotel bookings.
More about this will be explained at the Service Meeting referred to above.
Benefits from the new arrangement: Much work has been done in order to provide good
hotels at competitive rates for the brothers. By using our website portal to make our hotel bookings we
will greatly strengthen the position of our negotiating brothers when they visit the hotels to discuss even
better rates for 2016.
Your cooperation is appreciated: The smoothness of this new rooming arrangement will
largely depend on the cooperation of everyone involved. Therefore, may we encourage you to support
the recommended hotels from our website. The listing will be broad enough to give a choice of good
quality accommodation while using the most cooperative hotels.
We wish to thank you for your support and cooperation.
Your brothers,

PS to the coordinator of the body of elders:
This letter should be read at the Service Meeting of the week starting December 29, 2014. There
will be further information coming as indicated in this letter.

